
  

             
           

  

    
  

      
     

IBM WebSphere Application Server 
V8.5.0.2 Liberty Profile 

Thread identity synchronization for J2C connectors 
and Java EE web applications 

© 2013 IBM Corporation 

You can synchronize application server and z/OS thread identities for J2C connectors and 
Java EE web applications in the IBM WebSphere® Application Server V8.5.0.2 Liberty 
Profile. 
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Thread identity synchronization 

� Security feature for managing application access to native resources 
– Example: file systems, databases 

� “Syncs” the Java EE runAs identity with the native thread 
– Native resources are accessed using the security credentials of the runAs identity 

instead of the server identity 
– RunAs identity = the authenticated identity of the user 

� Available only on the z/OS® platform 

� Ported to Liberty profile from WebSphere Application Server full profile 

� Configured in server.xml with the syncToOSThread element 

2 Thread identity synchronization for J2C connectors and Java EE web applications © 2013 IBM Corporation 

Thread identity synchronization lets you manage application access to native resources 
(for example a file in the file system, a network socket, or a connection to a co-located 
subsystem like DB2®). You can control which security credentials are used to access 
these resources. 

Under normal operating conditions, all native resources are accessed using the security 
credentials and privileges of the server process -- or more specifically, the identity 
associated with the server process. For example, if an application attempts to read a file 
from the native file system, the server's identity must have sufficient read permission to 
that file in order for the application to read it. 

With thread identity synchronization, native resources accessed by the application are 
accessed using the security credentials and privileges of the JAVA EE runAs identity, not 
the server's identity. The Java EE runAs identity is the authenticated identity of the logged-
in user. 

Considering the file example again, if an application attempts to read a file from the native 
file system while thread identity synchronization is enabled, then the runAs identity (in 
other words, the end user) must have sufficient read permission to that file in order for the 
application to read it. 

As a Liberty Profile administrator, you can control which native resources an application is 
permitted to access on behalf of the end user. The feature is available on the z/OS 
platform only. The feature has been available for WebSphere Application Server Full 
Profile since version 5. As of 8.5.0.2, it is now available for the Liberty Profile. You enable 
thread identity synchronization with the syncToOSThread element in the server.xml file for 
the WebSphere Application Server Liberty Profile. 
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Attributes for syncToOSThread 

� For J2C connectors 
– The connection is established using the security credentials and privileges of the runAs 

identity 
– Attribute: j2cEnabled set to true 

� For Java EE web applications 
– The application request runs with the runAs identity synced to the thread 
– Attribute: appEnabled set to true 

3 Thread identity synchronization for J2C connectors and Java EE web applications © 2013 IBM Corporation 

There are two options for using thread identity synchronization on your Liberty server. The 
first is for J2C connections; the second is for Java EE web applications. These options are 
not mutually exclusive; you can enable either one or both. 

When thread identity synchronization is enabled for J2C connections, the J2C connection 
is obtained using the security credentials and privileges of the runAs identity. For example, 
a DB2 connection obtained in this fashion is only able to access the DB2 collections and 
tables that the runAs identity is authorized to access. 

Note that thread identity synchronization for J2C connections only applies to local 
connections to native subsystems on z/OS that support thread identity -- namely DB2, 
CICS®, and IMS™. 

The second option is to enable thread identity synchronization for Java EE web 
applications. When applied, the runAs identity is "synced" to the native thread for the 
duration of the application request. Any native resources accessed by the application are 
accessed using the runAs identity's security credentials and privileges. 
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J2C connections to DB2 

2. AppSecurity 
authenticates	 3. The application opens a 

Sally. connection to DB2 and submits 

1. Sally logs in 
to the app 

the SQL: “select * from 
employees” 

DB2 App 
Liberty 

AppSecurity 

runAs = “Sally” 

4. DB2 checks:
 
a) Can Sally connect? Yes, OK,
 
connection established.
 
b) Is Sally granted read access to table
 
“employees”? Yes, OK, execute the
 
query
 

Note: without SyncToOSThread, DB2 uses either the server's ID, the JAAS alias, or app
provided credentials when establishing the connection and checking permissions 

4 Thread identity synchronization for J2C connectors and Java EE web applications	 © 2013 IBM Corporation 

The first scenario deals with thread identity synchronization for J2C connections. In 
practice, thread identity synchronization for J2C connections is employed much more 
often than thread identity synchronization for Java EE web applications. 

In this scenario, the user, named Sally, logs in to the application hosted by the Liberty 
server. Sally is authenticated by Liberty's application security layer and her identity is set 
as the runAs identity for the application request. 

As part of the request, the application must read the "employees" table from DB2. Since 
thread identity synchronization for J2C connections is enabled, the connection is 
established using the credentials of the runAs identity, which in this case is Sally. DB2 
checks whether Sally has permission to open connections; if she does, then the 
connection is successfully established and returned to the application. The application 
then issues an SQL query to read all records from the "employees" table. DB2 checks 
whether Sally is granted read access to the "employees" table; if she is, then DB2 
executes the query and returns the results. 

Note that normally the DB2 connection is established using either the server's identity, the 
configured JAAS Alias, or a specific set of credentials provided by the application. With 
thread identity synchronization, however, the connection is established using the runAs 
identity. This gives the Liberty administrator fine-grained control over what DB2 resources 
the application is permitted to access on behalf of the end user. 
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Application access to the file system 

2. AppSecurity 3. The app attempts to read the file: 
authenticates “/home/sally/private/secrets.txt”, 

Sally. which only sally has read access to: 
RunAs = “Sally” 

1. Sally logs in 
to the app 

HFS App 
Liberty 

AppSecurity 

rwx 1 sally sally 100 Jan 18 16:53 secrets.txt 

4. The HFS checks: 
Does Sally have read access to the 
file? Yes, OK, read the file 

Note: without SyncToOSThread, the application is not be able to read 
the file, because the server does not have read-access to it 

5 Thread identity synchronization for J2C connectors and Java EE web applications © 2013 IBM Corporation 

The second scenario deals with thread identity synchronization for Java EE web 
applications. In this scenario the user, Sally, wants to read a file from the file system by 
way of a Liberty application. The file in question has strict permissions applied to it. Only 
Sally is authorized to read the file. 

Again, Sally logs in to the application and is authenticated by the application security layer. 
Her identity is set as the runAs identity for the application request. Additionally, since 
thread identity synchronization is enabled for the application, her identity is "synced" to the 
native thread for the duration of the application request. 

The application then attempts to read the file named "/home/sally/private/secrets.txt". 
Since Sally's identity is "synced" to the thread, the native file system checks if Sally is 
authorized to read the file (as opposed to checking the server’s identity). In this case, she 
is, so the file system permits the application to read the file. 

Note that normally the file system is accessed using the server's identity. If the server's 
identity did not have read permission to the file, then the attempt would fail. With thread 
identity synchronization, however, the file system is accessed using the runAs identity. 
Again, this gives you fine-grained control over which file system resources the application 
is permitted to access on behalf of the end user. 
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References 

� Configuring SyncToOSThread for J2C connectors 
http://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/wsbroker/redirect?version=phil&product=wasndmp&topic=twlp_synctoosthread_j2c 

� Configuring SyncToOSThread for Java EE web applications 
http://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/wsbroker/redirect?version=phil&product=was-nd-mp&topic=twlp_synctoosthread 

6 Thread identity synchronization for J2C connectors and Java EE web applications © 2013 IBM Corporation 

See these references for additional information about thread identity synchronization. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better meet your 
needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send email feedback: 

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_WAS8502_SyncToOSThread.ppt 

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../WAS8502_SyncToOSThread.pdf 

7 Thread identity synchronization for J2C connectors and Java EE web applications © 2013 IBM Corporation 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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    Trademarks, disclaimer, and copyright information 

IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com, CICS, DB2, IMS, WebSphere, and z/OS are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines 
Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of 
other IBM trademarks is available on the web at "Copyright and trademark information" at http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml 

Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others. 

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. WHILE EFFORTS WERE 
MADE TO VERIFY THE COMPLETENESS AND ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION, IT IS PROVIDED 
"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN ADDITION, THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON IBM’S CURRENT 
PRODUCT PLANS AND STRATEGY, WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE BY IBM WITHOUT NOTICE. IBM SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR 
ANY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO, THIS PRESENTATION OR ANY OTHER DOCUMENTATION. 
NOTHING CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION IS INTENDED TO, NOR SHALL HAVE THE EFFECT OF, CREATING ANY WARRANTIES OR 
REPRESENTATIONS FROM IBM (OR ITS SUPPLIERS OR LICENSORS), OR ALTERING THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ANY AGREEMENT 
OR LICENSE GOVERNING THE USE OF IBM PRODUCTS OR SOFTWARE. 

© Copyright International Business Machines Corporation 2013. All rights reserved. 
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